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1 Bayes
From Royall (1997):

� what should I do? (decision rules, accept/reject hypotheses): frequentist
hypothesis tests; also AIC/prediction approaches

� what is the strength of evidence? likelihood

� what do I believe? Bayes . . .

1.1 Bayes’ rule
� Bayes’ rule: just a rule about how to figure out Prob(H|D) from Prob(D|H)

(fairly easy to derive):

P (H|D) =
P (D|H)P (H)

P (D)
(1)

or

P (Hi|D) =
P (D|Hi)P (Hi)∑
j P (Hj)P (D|Hj)

(2)
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� (false positive/medical testing/forensic example, if time permits)

1.2 Bayesian inference
� interpret P (H|D) as the probability of the “hypothesis” given data, where

“hypothesis” can mean (as in the discussion of likelihood above) a model,
or for P (Hi|D), Hi is a particular value of the parameters; this is called the
posterior probability, the distribution is the posterior distribution.

� then P (D) is the likelihood . . .

� but what the hell is P (Hi)? The prior.

� the denominator,
∑
P (Hj)P (D|Hj) or (for continuously distributed pa-

rameters
∫
P (p)P (D|p) dp) is P (D), the probability of having gotten the

data somehow

� if all of the P (Hi) are the same then they all cancel out of the Bayes’ rule
formula (and we get P (Hi|D) = P (D|Hi)/

∑
j P (D|Hj), sometimes called

the scaled likelihood) — then the shape of the posterior distributions is the
same as the shape of the likelihood curve (and the maximum (mode) of
the posterior distribution is the same as the MLE)

Bayesians usually summarize the results of an analysis via the posterior
means of the parameters (sometimes the posterior modes) and the quantiles or
credible intervals of the marginal distributions (give details if time). Computing
the marginal posterior distributions is a big pain (integrals!) but can be avoided
by using the techniques Aaron will discuss.

1.2.1 Pros and cons
Three reasons to be Bayesian:

1. philosophical : using a Bayesian framework gives you the ability to make
inferences about what you really (arguably) want to know, the probability
of a given parameter or model, rather than jumping through the semantic
hoops required by frequentist inference

2. using prior information: in sparse-data cases (conservation biology, wildlife
disease) we can introduce extra information that we already know, in a
very natural way, through the prior distribution (McCarthy (2007) shows
lots of nice examples)

3. pragmatic: a lot of problems that are very hard to solve in classical ways
become easier in a Bayesian framework. For example: mixed models (in-
volving random effects); models with process and measurement error, or
unobserved states; etc.

Three reasons not to be Bayesian:
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1. philosophical : the Bayesian framework requires you to specify your prior
distribution, which most of the time is a subjective statement of your
personal belief about what the parameter might be. Some researchers
hate this subjectivity (Dennis, 1996). You can try to make the priors
weak, or uninformative (flat is another synonym), but this is hard for
various reasons.

2. pragmatic (“too hard”): using Bayesian approaches requires more technical
overhead than classical approaches (partly, but only partly, because most
canned statistical software is written to apply classical approaches). Very
hard problems are easier, but moderately hard problems are harder . . . the
main problem is computing integrals (Aaron’s lecture will talk about how
to do avoid doing the integrals)

3. pragmatic (“too easy”): in practice, one can almost always get an answer
to a problem (even very hard ones) using modern Bayesian methods, but
sometimes the answers make no sense — where classical methods would
just fail (!!)

Many statistical practitioners switch back and forth among approaches de-
pending on what works best in a particular case. Fewer and fewer real statis-
ticians are rabid about the distinction, although some have strong preferences
. . . for an amusing recent entry into the debate, see Gelman (2008).

1.2.2 Priors
For a single-parameter problem, we can get the general shape of the posterior
(ignoring the denominator) easily. Let’s go back to a binomial problem: for
10 tadpoles dying out of 15, what can we say about the attack rate? Say we
use a flat prior, where the prior probability of any attack rate is equal: then
(as stated above) the prior terms cancel out, and the posterior is equal to the
scaled likelihood.

Let’s try varying the prior. Location of the peak tells us something about
our estimate, width of the peak tells us something about our certainty.
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Crome et al. (1996) give a nice example of contrasting the effects of different
priors in a conservation context (effects of logging on bird communities).

1.3 Conjugate priors
Conjugate priors are special forms of the priors such that the combination of the
prior and the likelihood (i.e. the outcome of Bayes’ rule) ends up having the same
distribution as the prior. For example, if you start with a normally distributed
prior mean, and your data are normal, then the posterior distribution of the
mean is also normal — but with different (updated) parameters, in a sensible
way

µpost = (µdat/σ
2
dat + µprior/σ

2
prior)/(1/σ

2
dat + 1/σ2

prior) (3)

Data Prior Meaning
Binomial (p) Beta a→ a+ k=# successes, b→ b+ (N − k)=# failures
Poisson (λ) Gamma mean (shape · scale) = prior mean intensity, shape = # counts
Normal (µ) Normal Mean and standard dev of prior obs.
Normal (σ2) Inverse-gamma
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Also see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conjugate_prior#Table_of_conjugate_
distributions

Conjugate priors are useful for illustrating/understanding the effects of priors
(see above); they are most useful as components of more complicated Bayesian
solutions.

2 Bayes in practice
Bayes is easy for easy problems (conjugate priors for one- or two-parameter
models), harder than frequentist approaches for intermediate problems, and
practical for problems that are very hard (mixed models).

2.1 MCMC
(stolen from the book)

Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is an extremely clever, general ap-
proach that uses stochastic jumps in parameter space to find the distribution.
MCMC is similar to simulated annealing in the way it picks new parameter
values sequentially but randomly. The main difference is that MCMC’s goal is
not to find the best parameter combination (mode/MLE) but to sample from
the posterior distribution.

Like simulated annealing, MCMC has many variants that use different rules
for picking new parameter values (i.e., different kinds of candidate distributions)
and for deciding whether accept the new choice or not. However, all variants
of MCMC must satisfy the fundamental rule that the ratio of successful jump
probabilities (Pjump × Paccept) is proportional to the ratio of the posterior
probabilities:

Post(A)
Post(B)

=
P (jump B → A)P (accept A|B)
P (jump A→ B)P (accept B|A)

(4)

If we follow this rule (and if several other technical criteria are satisfied1), in the
long run the chain will spend a lot of time occupying areas with high probability
and will visit (but not spend much time in) in areas with low probability, so
that the long-term distribution of the sampled points will match the posterior
probability distribution.

2.2 Metropolis-Hastings
The Metropolis-Hastings MCMC updating rule is very similar to those of sim-
ulated annealing, except that the temperature does not decrease over time
to make the algorithm increasingly picky about accepting uphill moves. The
Metropolis updating rule defined for simulated annealing can use any symmet-
ric candidate distribution (P (jump B → A) = P (jump A → B). The critical
part of the Metropolis algorithm is the acceptance rule, which is the simulated
annealing rule with the temperature parameter k set to 1 and the posterior

1The chain must be irreducible (it must be possible eventually to move from any point in
parameter space to any other) and aperiodic (it should be impossible for it to get stuck in a
loop).
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probability substituted for the likelihood2. The Metropolis-Hastings rule gener-
alizes the Metropolis by multiplying the acceptance probability by the ratio of
the jump probabilities in each direction, P (jump B → A)/P (jump A→ B):

P (accept B|A) = min
(

1,
Post(B)
Post(A)

· P (jump B → A)
P (jump A→ B)

)
(5)

This equation reduces to the Metropolis rule for symmetric distributions but
allows for asymmetric candidate distributions, which is particularly useful if
you need to adjust candidate distributions so that a parameter does not become
negative.

As in simulated annealing, if a new set of parameters has a higher posterior
probability than the previous parameters (weighted by the asymmetry in the
probability of moving between the parameter sets), then the ratio in is greater
than 1 and we accept the new parameters with probability 1. If the new set
has a lower posterior probability (weighted by jump probabilities), we accept
them with a probability equal to the weighted ratio. If you work this out for
P (accept A|B) in a similar way, you’ll see that the rule fits the basic MCMC
criterion.

Example

1 model {
2 for (i in 1:N) {
3 prob[i] <- s0*pow(1-(a/(1+a*h*prey[i])),pred[i])
4 surv[i] ~ dbin(prob[i],prey[i])
5 }
6 ## priors
7 s0 ~ dbeta (1,1)
8 a ~ dgamma (0.1 ,0.1)
9 h ~ dgamma (0.1 ,0.1)

10 }

> library(R2WinBUGS)

> tham <- read.table("tham.txt", header = TRUE)

> b1 <- bugs(data = c(as.list(tham), list(N = nrow(tham))), inits = list(list(a = 0.1,

h = 0.5, s0 = 0.8), list(a = 0.9, h = 0.2, s0 = 0.9), list(a = 0.7,

h = 0.4, s0 = 0.7)), n.iter = 10000, parameters = c("a",

"h", "s0"), model.file = "thambugs.txt", working.directory = getwd())

> library(coda)

> library(emdbook)

> mb1 = as.mcmc.bugs(b1)

> gelman.diag(mb1)

2In the simulated annealing rule we exponentiated −k times the log-likelihood difference,
which gave us the likelihood ratio raised to the power −k; if we set k = 1 then we have
Lold/Lnew, which corresponds to Post(A)/Post(B).
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Potential scale reduction factors:

Point est. 97.5% quantile
a 1.03 1.04
h 1.00 1.01
s0 1.00 1.00
deviance 1.00 1.00

Multivariate psrf

1.00

> print(densityplot(mb1))
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> lm1 <- lump.mcmc.list(mb1)

> colMeans(lm1)
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a h s0 deviance
1.3005547 0.2338002 0.8813416 80.9080838

> apply(lm1, 2, median)

a h s0 deviance
0.86565 0.22800 0.88395 80.28000

> HPDinterval(lm1)

lower upper
a 0.254200 3.4460
h 0.000107 0.4085
s0 0.816500 0.9453
deviance 77.290000 86.3700
attr(,"Probability")
[1] 0.9500998

> t(apply(lm1, 2, quantile, c(0.025, 0.975)))

2.5% 97.5%
a 0.32171250 5.2036500
h 0.03805925 0.4612475
s0 0.81080750 0.9412000
deviance 77.53025000 87.9282500

Results from MLE fit:
2.5 % 97.5 %

s0 0.897 0.823 0.949
a 0.894 0.411 NA
h 0.216 0.079 0.404
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